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Some Suggestions for the Way of 
Writing a Revised UCP 
T akayoshi T akei 
ABSTRACT 
This paper has three aims: one is to discuss whether'plain 
English・]) is applicable to writing a set of rules such as The Uniform 
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (UCP); another is to 
review, in light of the plain English guidelines2l , the manner of writing 
of The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 1993 
Revision, ICC Publication No. 500 (UCP500); the other is to ofer, based 
on the review, some suggestions for the way of writing a revised UCP. 
The paper consists of four sections: the first refers briefly to some pros 
and cons of the employment of plain English for legal writing; the 
second reviews some attempted improvements in writing found in 
UCP500; the third discusses guidelines for clear and effective writing, 
considering the nature of UCP; and the fourth is to demonstrate 
Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 for a revised version of UCP, by which I mean a 
clearer, better-organized, and easier-to-read set of rules for"a 
cooperative and motivated person . "3) 
1) According to Cutts (1995),'plain English'is this: "The writing and setting out 
of essential information in a way that gives a co-operative, motivated person a 
good chance of understanding the documents at first reading, and in the same 
sense that the writer meant it to be understood." (p.3) 
2) See, for example, Charrow et al. (1995)'s Thirteen Guidelines for Clear Legal 
Writing (pp.150-185): Garner (1995)'s 10 chief guidelines (pp.663-4); and 
Wydick (1998) 
3) See the explanation of "Plain English" given by Cutts (1995). mentioned in the 
footnote 1 above. 
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I . Pros and cons of the employment of plain English for 
legal writing 
1 . A sketchy history of plain English campaigns 
Garner (1995) points out in its comprehensive coverage of the 
history of the plain-language4l that the history of the campaign is as long 
as that of the ridicule5l. The movements have been gaining impetus 
since around the middle of the 20th century, when the seeds of the plain 
English revolutions began developing. In the modern development, Sir 
Ernest Gower's The Complete Plain Words proved to be "a landmark 
for plain English" in the 1950s in the civil service, although it failed to 
refer to many forms of legal drafting6l. The 1970s saw surging calls for 
plain English to be employed in government forms and legal documents 
from consumer groups and associations of teachers of English in the 
United States and the United Kingdom7l. The movements prompted 
their governments to pass laws requiring plain language to be employed 
in writing government forms8l. Some insurance companies began to 
issue their insurance policies in plain English. 
Criticism of conventional legal writing was also much older than is 
"legalese", the disparaging term for the conventional legal writing9l. In 
as early as 1596, according to Wydick (1995), an English chancellor 
displayed an exemplary punishment given to the writer of a prolix 
4) See Garner (195), p. 661-665; Cutts (195), p.5-7. 
5) See Garner (195), pp.662-663. 
6) See Cutts (195). p.6. 
7) See Cutts (195). p.6 
8) See Cutts (195). p.6 
9) Oxford English Dictionary traces "legalese" back to early 1910s. 
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document filed in his court.10> Stil, as E. Blythe Stason lamented in 
Foreword to Reed Dickerson's The Fundamentals of Legal Drafting, 
legal drafting has been often talked about but seldom reformed. On the 
other hand, the reformers, including The American Bar Association, 
came up with guidelines for clear and effective legal writing. "Starting 
in 1970s," Wydick (1955) puts it, "criticism of legal writing took on a 
new intensity," 1> and more and more writers of legal drafting and 
lawyers have made efforts to improve the way of wntmg. 
2. Reasons why legal writing is different from ordinary writing 
There are a lot of hurdles to clear ahead of the reformers. Among 
the hurdles are some factors that make the legal writing quite distinct 
from the manner of writing in ordinary-or standard English. Charrow et 
al. (1995) admits that legal writing has many unique characteristics: 
some of them certainly have traditional value because they reflect the 
complexity of legal concepts and the nuances of the legal process; 
others are not necessary to have legal effect but just have survived only 
because of habit.12) They are, al the same, results of these factors: 
historical, sociological, political and jurisprudential factors.13) 
Coupled synonyms such as null and void, save and except are 
examples of the historical factors. The coupled synonyms reflect the 
history of the legal system of England, where legal proceedings and 
writing were done in Latin in the first period, then in a mixture of Latin, 
10) Wydick (1995), p.3., which refers to Mylward v. Welden (Ch. 1596), reprinted 
in Monro, C. (1847): Acta Cancellariae 692. 
11) Wydick (1995), p.4. 
12) See Charrow, et al. (1995), p. 7-9. 
13) See Charrow, et al. (1995), p. 8-16 
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French and English, and of late in English alone. Another example isthe 
legal meaning of fresh, as in freshガsh,which legally means "fish that 
has never been frozen., no matter when it was caught." 14J 
By sociological factors Charrow et al. (1995) means a performative15) 
function: an utterance in the court or a statement in the legal writing 
can constitute an act, such as an act of sentencing, an act of oath, etc., 
because the society has acknowledged that legal・language carries the 
force of the law m the court. 16) 
Political factors, according to Charrow et al. (1995). have brought 
about some of the vagueness and ambiguity in legal documents as a 
result of compromise: "a process of carefully choosing language that 
everyone-even those with contradictory positions-can agree upon. 
"17) 
Jurisprudential factors come from the common law tradition of 
England. In the common law system, the terms, the phrases and even 
whole chunks used and defined in a previous court are to be used and 
to mean in accordance with the previous court decision. Paraphrasing 
such terms and phrases may involve or entail redefinitions, or overriding 
the precedent. 
14) Charrow et al. (1995), p.9. 
15) Austin (1962) originally came up with the concept of language use as a form 
of action, together with such terms as performative, and speech acts. See also 
Searl (1969) for speech acts; Yule (1996) gives a concise guide. 
16) Charrow et al. (1995) gives the following example: "A person who has been 
pronounced guilty by a court is guilty・(whether he or she realy is)"; "in most 
jurisdictions, if a person has been missing for seven years, a court, on petition, 
can declare that person dead, even though he or she may (without the court's 
knowledge) be alive or wel." (p.12) 
17) Charrow et al. (1995), p.13. 
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3 . "Objection !" to some criticisms of plain language for legal 
purposes. 
Mainly on these grounds above, those who are against the plain 
English campaign, the conservatives with or without good reasons or 
philosophy, and the conventionalists have al observed the usage of legal 
writing. With the gaining impetus of the plain-language campaign not 
only in government documents but also in legal drafting, some hardcore 
conservatives call out "objection" to the trend. Alfred Phillips is one of 
them. His Lawyers'Language-How and why legal language is different, 
or Phillips (2003), aims to establish that "the development and 
maintenance of the law's special language can be justified." 18) Attempts 
Phillips (2003) made to criticize plain language, however, seem to strike 
outside the scope of the plain English campaigners'. With al his 
intention to argue against plain English, Examples (1) and (2) below 
from Phillips (2003) point out problems with plain language used in oral 
interactions. The plain English campaigners, on the other hand, take 
issue on the matter of writing. 
(1) On the issue of inteligibility, start with this trivial yet cautionary example 
from a trans-atlantic conversation: 
Transatlantic telephonist:'Are you through?' 
Caler. Yes, thank you. 
Here, the speakers found themselves at acute cross-purposes while using the 
very plainest of language. Of course, the piquancy of the ending of a 
prospective conversation before it began, due to the near-opposition of the 
meaning of the identical word in the particular context, may just go to support 
the notion that Britain and America are but one nation divided 
Against his Example (1) 19), an objection like this may arise: I am 
18) See Foreword of Philips (2003). 
19) Philips (2003), p.38 
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rather doubtful that Phillips (2003) has referred to the view of Cutts 
(1995) zo) to the idea of plain English, as well as to the℃ ooperative 
Principle'(CP) of Grice (1975). The maxim of quantity of CP goes: 
"Make your contribution as informative as in referred for the current 
purposes of the exchange." 21l None of the plain-language campaigners, 
or none of Gricean followers of pragmatics who attempt to clarify the 
mechanism for effective and efficient communication. would claim that 
just using so-called plain words and phrases makes clear and intelligible 
what you mean. The campaigners admit that none of their efforts to 
facilitate clearer understanding by using plain English would be duly 
appreciated and approved by the non-cooperative, or by the steadfast 
who believe only in the conventional way of saying. 
Example (2) is, according to Phillips (2003). a new form of police 
'caution', which was introduced for. England and Wales by the Criminal 
Justice and Public Order Act 1994, corresponding to the terms of the 
statutory encroachment on the accused's right to remain silent戸 When
finding fault with a plain-language version of Example (2). Phillips (2003) 
only takes advantage of the familiarity of the long-established magic 
spell over the newly introduced plain and everyday wording. The 
wording is so clear and straightforward that the plain-language version 
may well induce the hearer to read between the lines. There he brings 
20) Cutts (1995): The Plain English Guide, Oxford University Press (OUP), "in 
my view, plain English refers to: The writing and setting out of essential 
information in a way that gives a cooperative, motivated person a good chance of 
understanding the document at first reading, and in the same sense that the 
writer meant it to be understood." (p.3) 
21) See Grice (1975) in Cole & Morgan (1975), p.45. 
2) Philips (2003), p.38. 
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"23) m an 1mplicature strategy to deal with the plain-language version of 
legal advice. Then he argues against the new form by adding as his 
"implicature analysis" a square-bracketed notation each to some of plain 
English expressions.24) Yet, Phillips (2003) does not refer to the fifth of 
the five features of "implicature" of Grice (1975: 57-58) zs) there. 
(2) You do not have to say anything [negates any obligation to say some (every) 
thing. But [you are cautioned] it may harm your defence [threat introduced] 
if you do not mention when questioned [description of form of inaction which 
will cause the threat to materialise. but the ful content is suspended] 
something which you later rely on in Court [Content is now fuly defined and 
the information conveyed that the threat if it does materialise wil materilise in 
the future]. 
Anything you do say may be given in evidence [alternative threat which wil 
materialise in the future in the event of action (not inaction)]. 
The question here is either to keep clauses of the law remaining to be 
like a magic formula or blackbox for laymen which only the lawyers 
manipulate, or to make them as straightforward as possible by 
improving them so as not to invite misunderstanding nor 
misinterpretation from the "cooperative, motivated" people. 
Compared with arguments for adhering to the conventional usage 
m legal writing, the following statement in Wydick (2003) is 
23) "An additional unstated meaning that has to be assumed in order to maintain 
the cooperative principle", according to the Glossary given by Yule, George(1996): 
Pragmatics [Oxford University Press]. See also Grice (1975) in Cole & Morgan 
(1975), pp.43-58. 
24) Phillips (2003). p.39. 
25) The fifth is that "It must be possible for there to be two or more implicatures 
such that the choice of which is involved may prove indeterminate." See Gazdar 
(1979) p.40. 
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enlightening and therefore "friendly" to laymen: "good legal writing 
should not differ, without good reason, from ordinary well-written 
"26) English. The defense of 1'1 awyers anguage may be mamtamed so long 
as it means respect for precision, cohesion and disambiguation. Some 
traditional terms and expressions may well be hard to change because 
of the very nature of common law. Otherwise, however, the efforts or 
attempts of the plain English campaigners'must be duly appreciated 
and increased. In the end, "writing is an act of faith, not a trick of 
"27) grammar. 
I. Some improvements attempted in UCP500 
1 . Revisions of UCP 
Since its first was established in 1933, UCP has been revised so far 
five times in 1951, 1962, 197 4, 1983 and 1993, to cope with changes of 
customs of trade in line with the ever-accelerating development of 
means of transportation and communication brought about by the ever-
replacing innovations and technological improvements. In fact, UCP500 
is a revised version of The Uniform Customs and Practice for 
Documentary Credits, 1983 Revision, ICC Publication No. 400 (UCP400). 
The revision comes not only from necessities to amend some customs 
and practice in the rules, but also, apparently from the intention to 
improve UCP400's rather erratic patchwork of rules into a more 
intelligible and more standardized set of rules. 
26) See Wydick (195), p.5, which says the premise is taken from David Mellinkoff 
(1963): The Language of the Law vi; it also refer the reader to David Mellinkoff 
(192): Dictionary of American Legal Usage vi. 
27) See Strunk & White (1972), p.7 
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2 . Some apparent improvements and some problems in UCP500 
Unlike UCP400, for example, UCP500 provides every article a 
heading, which aims to help the reader or user grasp the main idea of 
each article. UCP500 also tries to put on a "legal air" with a more 
sprinkling of shalls than UCP40028>, along with some changes of wording. 
A comparison of Examples (3) and (4)29l below displays some 
representative samples of the improvements UCP500 attempted: 
(3) Article 1 
These articles apply to al documentary credits, including to the extent to 
which they may be applicable, standby letters of credit, and are binding on al 
parties thereto unless otherwise expressly agreed. They shall be incorporated 
into each documentary credit by wording in the credit indicating that such 
credit is issued subject to Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary 
Credits, 1983 revision, ICC Publication No. 400. 
(4) Article 1. Application of UCP 
The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 1993 Revision, 
ICC Publication No. 500, shall apply to al Documentary Credits (including to 
the extent to which they may be applicable, Standby Letter (s) of Credit) 
where they are incorporated into the text of the Credit. They are binding on al 
parties thereto, unless otherwise expressly stipulated in the Credit. 
Example (3) does not have a heading. Without any preliminaries, 
UCP400 begins the first sentence of the first article with "These 
articles" as the subject of the sentence. Certainly, the demonstrative 
28) See Takei (2001), especially Section II; or see ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
TEACHING, Vol. 13, No. 1, Spring 2001 (The Youngnam English Teachers 
Association): pp. 117-124. 
29) The italics in Examples (3) and (4) are mine. The matter is referred to and 
discussed in the last paragraph of chapter皿．
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determiner these functions cataphorically30>, and hence, the subject is 
intended to refer to al the subsequent articles. Cohesively speaking, this 
way of beginning the customs and practice may not pose any serious 
problem. But the rather abrupt opening of the first sentence of the first 
article without any heading but with the cataphorical determiner leaves 
the reader in suspense. The reader may very well wonder what "these 
articles" means. In terms of strict logic, on the other hand, the matter is 
the application of UCP as a whole entity rather than that of "these 
articles". although UCP consists of the articles. "These articles", logically 
speaking, does not cover al the articles of UCP; suppose "these articles" 
means al the articles of UCP, then, the first sentence of Article 1 of UCP 
may not go very well with the fact: every article of UCP is not 
necessarily applicable to an individual credit. For an irrevocable credit, 
for instance, the article dealing with a revocable credit is out of the 
question. All in al and especially in terms of protocol, Article 1 of such a 
set of rules is duly expected to establish the self-identity by specifying 
what is the ful and oficial name of the set of rules and what it is al 
about. 
UCP500, on the other hand, provides an appropriate openmg m 
terms of protocol. Example (4) not only bears a heading but also 
introduces first of al the ful and oficial name as the subject of the first 
sentence and finishes it off with a predicate that provides a brief 
introductory definition of UCP500. 
Another improvement UCP500 adds to its Article 1 isa logical 
integrity of the definition of UCP. In terms of relevance as well as logic, 
30) See Halliday & Hasan (1976), pp.13-30: 1.3 Cohesion and Linguistic Context, 
especially p.17. Also see its Chapter 2: Reference, especially pp.68-70: 2.4.1.5 
Anaphoric and Cataphoric Demonstratives. 
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for UCP to apply to a credit, UCP must be "incorporated into the text of 
the credit" as Article 1 of UCP 500 stipulates in its first sentence. The 
first sentence of Example (3), however, does not specify the condition, 
and hence it means UCP is applied to every documentary credit or 
standby letter of credit. The condition is supplied in the subsequent 
sentence in the article, certainly, but as if it were added as an 
afterthought. Application of UCP and being subject to UCP are just like 
two sides of the same coin, and hence the fact must be described as is in 
the first sentence of Example (4); the two should not be divided into 
two independent sentences as in Example (3). These improvements of 
UCP500 deserve the name of revision. 
Yet, I must say this: Article 1 of UCP500 stil needs some 
corrections. The pronoun they used three times in Example (4) should 
logically and cohesively al refer to the preceding "The Uniform 
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 1993 Revision, ICC 
Publication No. 500", while the counterparts of Example (3), not only 
logically, cohesively but also grammatically, do refer to the preceding 
"These articles". I am quite doubtful that the reason why UCP500 chose 
they for the pronoun was that the referent "uniform customs and 
practice" is plural. I rather suspect that it is because UCP400 used they 
that UCP500 used the pronoun rather automatically or without due 
deliberation. "The Uniform Customs and Practice…" certainly can be 
treated as plural grammatically, but would be better referred notionally 
and semantically to as singular because of being an entity as a set of 
rules. The subject of the sentences in Example (4) should not be 
substituted, either. "In legal documents it is important to use only one 
term for any concept"31l: avoid the use of pronouns and other substitutes. 
31) See Charrow et al. (1995): pp.168-170; Wydick (1995): pp.74-75. 
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To avoid using substitutes, you can introduce a shorthand form as soon 
as the original form appears as does UCP500, and moreover 
subsequently keep using the shorthand form throughout the text as 
shown in Example (5). 
(5) The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 1993 Revision, 
ICC Publication No. 50, (UCP500) shal apply to al Documentary Credits 
(including to the extent to which UCP500 may be applicable, Standby Letter (s) 
of Credit) where UCP500 is incorporated into the text of the Credit. UCP500 is 
binding on al parties thereto, unless otherwise expressly stipulated in the 
Credit. 
Example (5) stil needs some revisions. From the fact of the matter with 
the credit, "incorporated into the text of the credit" is not UCP500 but, 
rather, the following annotation as shown in Example (6): 
(6) The credit is subject to the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary 
Credits, 1993 Revision, ICC Publication No. 50. 
Article 1 of a revised UCP, hence, would be suggested as shown m 
Example (13). 
3 . Some other problems with revisions of UCP500 
Problems with UCP500 are not only those discussed so far. Suffice it 
to mention the following examples but a few. One is a rather illogical 
order of articles. The order of articles of UCP500 does not seem to be 
very carefully planned. Article 4 (Example (7)) is very brief and a litle 
awkward as an independent one: it should be incorporated in Article 3 
(Example (8)), because both of them are concerned with credit 
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operations. The headings of them are not very appropriate signposts, 
either. Hence I would suggest an inclusive article for them as shown in 
Example (16). The same problems of inappropriate headings and 
arraugements of articles can be said with Article 6 (Example (9)), 
Article 8 (Example (10)) and Paragraph 1 of Section d of Article 9 
(Example (11)), which al deal with Credit revocation. Example (12) is 
a revised article I would suggest tentatively. 
(7) Article 4. Documents v. Goods/Services/Performances 
In Credit operations al parties concerned deal with documents, and not with 
goods, services and/or other performances to which the documents may relate. 
(8) Article 3. Credits v. Contracts 
Credits, by their nature, are separate transactions from the sales or other 
contract (s) on which they may be based on and banks are in no way 
concerned with or bound by such contract (s) even if any reference 
whatsoever to such contract(s) is included in the Credit. Consequently, the 
undertaking of a bank to pay, accept and pay Draft(s) or negotiate and/or to 
fulfil any other obligation under the Credit, is not subject to claims or defences 
by the Applicant resulting from his relationships with the Issuing Bank or the 
Beneficiary. 
(9) Article 6: Revocable v. Irrevocable 
a . A Credit may be either 
1 . revocable 
or 
1 • irrevocable 
b . The Credit, therefore, should clearly indicate whether it is revocable or 
irrevocable. 
c . Inthe absence of such indication the Credit shall be deemed to be 
irrevocable, 
(10) Article 8: Revocation of a Credit 
a . A revocable Credit may be amended or cancelled by the Issuing Bank at 
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any moment and without prior notice to the Beneficiary. 
b . However, the Issuing Bank must: 
1 . reimburse another bank with which a revocable Credit has been made 
available for sight payment, acceptance or negotiation -for any 
payment, acceptance or negotiation made by such bank -prior to 
receipt by it of notice of amendment or cancellation, against 
documents which appear on their face to be in compliance with the 
terms and conditions of the Credit. 
u. reimburse another bank with which a revocable Credit has been made 
available for deferred payment if such a bank has, prior to receipt by 
it of notice of amendment or cancellation, taken up documents which 
appear on their face to face in compliance with he terms and 
conditions of the Credit. 
(11) Article 9: Liability of Issuing and Confirming Banks 
d . i . Except as otherwise provided by Article 48, an irrevocable Credit 
can neither be amended nor cancelled without the agreement of the 
Issuing Bank, the Confirming bank, if any and the Beneficiary. 
(12) Article 6*32l Revocable v. Irrevocable Credit 
a. Indication of "Revocable" or "Irrevocable" 
Credit may be either revocable or irrevocable, and Credit must clearly 
indicate in the text whether Credit is revocable or irrevocable. Without 
such indication the Credit is deemed to be irrevocable. 
b. Irrevocable Credit 
i . Meaning of Irrevocable Credit 
Except as otherwise provided by Article 48, Irrevocable Credit can 
neither be amended nor cancelled without the agreement of Issuing 
Bank, Confirming bank, if any and Beneficiary. 
i . Irrevocable Credit and Issuing Bank's Liability3l 
#### 
# # # # 
c . Revocable Credit 
32) The asterisk means a revised version of the article. 
33) This part is not covered in this paper because of the limited space. Hence it is 
suggested by# # # #.
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i . Meaning of Revocable Credit 
Revocable Credit may be amended or cancelled by Issuing bank at 
any moment and without prior notice to Beneficiary. 
i . Revocable Credit and Issuing Bank's Liability 
(a) Revocable Credit for Sight Payment, Acceptance or Negotiation 
Issuing Bank must reimburse another bank for payment, acceptance 
or negotiation the bank has already made against documents which 
appear on their face to be in compliance with the terms and conditions 
of Credit available for sight payment, acceptance, or negotiation before 
the bank's receipt of notice of amendment or cancellation. 
(b) Revocable Credit for Deferred Payment 
Issuing Bank must reimburse another bank for deferred payment the 
bank has already taken up documents which appear on their face to 
be in compliance with the terms and conditions of Credit available for 
deferred payment before the bank's receipt of notice of amendment or 
cancellation. 
Another problem with UCP500 is shall, as referred to above in the 
early part of Section 2 of this chapter. The number of sentences with 
shall in UCP500 is quite larger, not only absolutely but also relatively, 
than that in UCP400. UCP500, comprising 49 articles, has 31 sentences 
with shall. while UCP400, consisting of 54 articles, has 23 sentences with 
shall. Why? I am afraid no one could provide a reasonable and 
convincing explanation about the reason. A close examination of the 
puzzling employment of more shalls than UCP400 and about their usage 
is made in Takei (2001). 
il. Guidelines for clear and effective writing for UCP 
1 . A sketchy overview of guidelines of for clear and effective writing. 
Some of the attempted improvements of UCP500, such as giving a 
heading to each article, and using shorthand key words like Credit, and 
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Beneficiary, definitely deserve mention, but a further revised UCP needs 
an overhaul in writing to achieve a plain and readable set of rules. 
Ideas and guidelines for clear and effective writing have been 
suggested and recommended by experts in clear writing34l. The ideas 
and suggestions overlap, in fact. Some of them are, for instance, "Write 
short sentences"; "Omit surplus words"; "Prefer the active voice"; 
℃ hoose vocabulary with care"; "A void ambiguity in words and 
sentence" or"Avoid language quirks such as elegant variation35l, multiple 
negatives, and complex conditionals"; and "Arrange words with care". 
2. Guidelines for clear and effective writing for UCP 
Among the principles and guidelines brought forth by the experts, I 
would especially choose and rearrange the following principles for 
rewriting UCP. 
(A) Organize UCP nicely郎）
(Al) Show the organization of UCP by using informative headings37l and a 
table of contents. 
(Al.1) Give an informative heading each to an article, a section and a 
subsection. 
(A2) Begin with a concise introduction of an overview of UCP, such as what 
UCP is al about, and who does what with UCP.38l 
(A3) Identify the matters and integrate the matters concerned. 
(B) Avoid ambiguity. 
34) See Gunning (1968); Gowers (1986); Cutts (1995); Charrow et al. (1995); 
Wydick (1998); and Blamires (2000), to mention but a few. 
35) See Fowler (1968), pp.148-151. 
36) Cf. Charrow et al. (1995), pp.130-149: Chapter 9 Getting Organized. 
37) Charrow et al. (1995) emphasizes the importance of headings. See pp.143-144 
38) Cf. Charrow et al. (1995), pp.131-132: Providing a context. 
39) Wydick (1998) warns at page 7 4 as follows: Elegant variation is particularly 
vexing in technical legal writing. The reader of a legal document is entitled to ? 
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(Bl) A void elegant vanat10n. 39) 
(Bl.1) Avoid pronouns and other substitutes. 
(Bl.2) Keep using a shorthand form for the original form of a key word/phrase. 
Introduce the shorthand form after the original form makes its first 
appearance in the text as follows: a bil of exchange (Draft); a 
"Documentary Credit" or"Standby Letter of Credit" (Credit). 
(Bl.3) Avoid using shal.40) To mean obligation, use only must. 
(C) Omit surplus expressions. 
UCP500 already goes along with (Al) , but provides only articles 
each with a heading, which is not always very informative. A 
comparison of Examples (9), (10) and (11) with Example (12) shows 
that an informative heading to a section and subsection of an article is 
much more helpful for the reader than otherwise. 
About (A2), Boueki to Shin'yojo (Overseas Trade and the Letter of 
Credit) 41) is worth referring to as a model. It is a guidebook for those 
concerned with overseas trade who find essential operating letters of 
credit (Ls/C). Edited by on-the-job experts in dealing with Ls/C at then 
Bank of Tokyo (now Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi), the traditionally 
leading bank of foreign exchange business, the guidebook begins with 
an overview of Ls/C, followed by the second chapter of an explanation 
of kinds of Ls/C, then by the third of a display with explanation of forms 
/ assume that a shift in terms is intended to a signal a shift in meaning, . Do not 
be afraid to repeat a word if it is the right word and if repeating it wil avoid 
confusion. 
40) See Takei (2001); see also Charrow et al. (1995), p.169: "Avoid using shal. One 
source of ambiguity is the use of the word shal. In writing legal documents, it is 
traditional to use shall to establish a legal obligation. However, many lawyers use 
shall incorrectly. The use it inconstantly -to mean both must (obligatory or 
mandatory action) and will (future action)." 
41) "Overseas Trade and the Letter of Credit" is a translated name given by me. 
It was published by Jitsugyo-no-nihonsha in 1995. 
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of Ls/C, then by the fourth chapter referring to requirements for 
dealing with Ls/C and so forth. The overview, particularly the concise 
introduction of the main parties concerned with Ls/C business, clears 
the way for comprehending the makeup and essentials of Ls/C. 
Concerning (B), UCP500 needs revisions to avoid ambiguities. As 
already referred to, UCP500 uses much more shalls than UCP400, but 
Takei (2001) points out that shall does not do anything meaningful for 
UCP500. A comparison of italic parts of Examples (3) and (4) may well 
cast a doubt about the difference in the usage of shall between the two 
examples: the meaning each of the corresponding sentences must be the 
same. UCP500 does not seem to reconsider the problem of elegant 
variation of expressions that mean obligation.42i 
N. An idea for revising UCP 
As a tentative conclusion of the discussion so far, I suggest as 
follows a revised version of UCP. Because the space allowed is limited, 
revised articles to be shown here are only a few of the whole, in fact the 
following fourい）. The articles I suggest here are far from being very 
much improved, I admit; but the partial display of the articles will 
hopefully demonstrate that necessary are efforts to keep improving the 
42) The italicized parts of the following al mean obligation: 
(i) .(the・・issuing Bank") . is to make a payment to . (See Article 2) 
(i) . but the bank, . shall take reasonable care to check . (See Article 7) 
(ii) If the bank elects…. it must so inform the Issuing Bank .(See Article 7) 
(iv) . t枷 IssuingBank and the Confirming Bank, if any, are bound to reim-
burse…(See Article 14) 
43) I admit that the only four articles mentioned are far from being an enough 
representative sample of an overhauled UCP: but I hope that they may suggest 
some of what I mean. 
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writing of UCP in terms of plain legal writing. 
＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊ 
A. General Provisions and Definitions 
(13) Article 1. Application of UCP 
The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 20XX Revision, 
ICC Publication #X (UCPX) applies to either a documentary credit or standby letter 
of credit (Credit) with a statement in the text to the effect that the Credit is subject 
to the UCPX. UCPX is binding on al the parties concerned with the Credit, unless 
otherwise stipulated in the Credit. 
(14) Article 2. Parties Concerned with Credit 
2.1. Main Parties: Applicant; Beneficiary; Issuing Bank; Advising Bank 
The main parties concerned with Credit are Applicant, Beneficiary and Issuing 
Bank, Advising Bank. Based on an agreement with Beneficiary and Applicant, 
Applicant requests Issuing Bank to issue a Credit for Beneficiary on the instructions 
by Applicant. Advising Bank, by accepting Issuing Bank's request and authorization, 
advises Beneficiary of the Credit after reasonably careful checking of the apparent 
authenticity of the Credit. The detailed roles and liabilities of the main parties are 
stated in the subsequent articles. 
2.2. Other Parties: Nominated Bank; Confirming Bank; Reimbursing Bank44l ; 
Transferring Bank 45) 
To facilitate Credit transaction, Issuing Bank may nominate and authorize 
another or other banks including branches of Issuing Bank in different countries. 
(i) Nominated Bank 
Nominated Bank, by accepting Issuing Bank's nomination, carries out for 
Issuing Bank such transactions as stated in the subsequent relevant articles. 
Advising Bank, Confirming Bank, Reimbursing Bank and Transferring Bank are 
each Nominated Bank by the definition. 
Only Issuing Bank and Nominated Bank can operate Credit. 
(ii) Confirming Bank 
Confirming Bank, by accepting Issuing Bank's request and authorization to 
confirm Credit, carries out such transactions as stipulated in Article 6 and 
44) The definition is omitted here to save the space. 
45) The definition is omitted here to save the space. 
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assumes the same liabilities as Issuing Bank does as stated in Article 6. 
2.3. To be Unconcerned with Credit 
Although nominated. requested or authorized by Issuing Bank. banks may opt to 
be unconcerned with Credit by informing without delay Issuing Bank of the intention 
not to accept the nomination. request or authorization. 
(15) Article 3. Meaning of Credit 
Credit guarantees that Issuing Bank will pay Beneficiary if Beneficiary meets the 
terms and conditions stipulated in the Credit. The ways Issuing Bank fulfils the 
guarantee are these: 
a. to pay to or to the order of Beneficiary or to accept and pay bils of 
exchange (Drafts) drawn by Beneficiary: 
b. to authorize Nominated Bank to pay to or to the order of Beneficiary or to 
accept and pay bils of exchange (Drafts) drawn by Beneficiary: and 
c . toauthorize Nominated Bank to negotiate. 
The detailed liabilities for payment are stated in Article 6. 
(16) Article 4. Meaning of Credit Operations: Credits v. Contracts 
Credit operations are separate transactions from the goods-sales, service, or any 
other contract (Contract) on which Credit may be based on. Hence. none of the 
banks concerned with Cr叫 itdeal with or are bound by Contract even if any 
reference to Contract is included in Credit. In Credit operations al parties concerned 
deal with only the documents concerned with Credit. and never deal with goods, 
services and/or performances to which the documents may relate. Credit operations 
are not subject to claims or defenses by Applicant resulting from Applicant's 
relationships with Issuing Bank or Beneficiary. 
********************** 
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